Introduction {#sec0005}
============

The concept that osteoarthritis (OA) is an inevitable consequence of aging, i.e. wear and tear on the joints due to use, is gradually being left behind. The term "degenerative joint disease", which is still greatly used, denotes the idea of futility and inevitability and does not express the true complexity of the problem. In view of the current knowledge, two sets of factors that seem to play a fundamental role in the development of OA have arisen: mechanical and inflammatory factors. However, there are divergent views in the literature regarding the importance to be given to each of these. The aim of this article was to promote a debate on the influence of inflammatory factors and mechanical factors on the pathogenesis of OA.

Taking the role of "devil\'s advocate", we firstly try to convince readers that OA is an inflammatory disease. We then present arguments in favor of treating it as a mechanical disease. We invite readers, before starting to read onwards, to choose just one of these theories. At the end, we believe that some readers will surprise themselves by changing their opinion after seeing the strong arguments on both sides.

Osteoarthritis is an inflammatory disease {#sec0010}
=========================================

The inflammatory process found in OA has been studied for several decades.[@bib0005], [@bib0010] According to some recent studies,[@bib0015], [@bib0020] OA behaves like an autoinflammatory disease, caused by responses mediated by chondrocytes and synoviocytes. The serum and synovial levels of inflammatory cytokines are higher in patients with OA.[@bib0025], [@bib0030] There is much clinical evidence of the importance of inflammation in the pathogenesis of the disease, which even provides new potential therapeutic targets.[@bib0035]

Among the clinical signs seen in OA in any part of the body, there is an increase in joint volume, probably due to synovial effusion or thickening. This is an irrefutable sign of the presence of synovitis. There are increasing numbers of studies in the literature correlating synovitis with OA. In a search in PubMed using the terms *osteoarthritis* and *synovitis*, we found 1253 published papers with this association. Patients with OA frequently present episodes in which the condition becomes acute, known as flare-ups, which follow a course that includes joint effusion, pain when resting and/or morning stiffness.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with contrast and ultrasonography (US) are valid and efficient tools for studying synovitis.[@bib0040] Synovitis and joint effusion increase the risk of loss of cartilage in knees that initially do not have OA.[@bib0045] By means of arthroscopy, Ayral et al.[@bib0050] observed that the greater the degree of synovitis encountered was, the greater the chance of joint deterioration would be. In another study, great presence of inflamed tissue was observed in histological sections from osteoarthritic joints.[@bib0055]

In an experimental model for OA caused by means of collagenase-induced lesions,[@bib0060] the group in which the macrophages of the synovium were depleted before OA was induced did not present degradation. This signifies that macrophages have a fundamental role in the pathogenesis of OA and are not just a consequence of it. The stress mechanism itself often functions like a veritable cytokine.[@bib0065] Mechanical stress is picked up and interpreted by mechanical receptors, which then activate inflammatory cascades, exactly in the same way as occurs in activation caused by cytokines.[@bib0070]

Among patients with OA, a phenotype in which the disease accompanies metabolic disorders such as diabetes or obesity[@bib0075], [@bib0080] clearly exists. Adipose tissue is capable of producing adipokines and other inflammatory mediators, which increase the levels of inflammatory activity throughout the body,[@bib0085] and even in osteoarthritic joints.[@bib0090] Obese patients present twice as much risk of presenting OA in their hands, which signifies that the greater incidence of OA in the knees and hips of obese individuals cannot be attributed only to their greater weight.[@bib0095]

Finally, it is known that aging increases the cellular response to inflammatory factors.[@bib0100] Cell senescence increases cytokine production and thus aging causes a state of chronic inflammation that is characterized as low-intensity, systemic and subclinical. To describe this state, Franceschi et al. introduced the term inflammaging,[@bib0105] as a combination between inflammation and aging.

Osteoarthritis is a mechanical disease {#sec0015}
======================================

Saying that a disease is mechanical means that it is related to movement and physical forces, or is caused by these. This is precisely what leads to OA, i.e. increased physical force in localized areas of a joint. OA is a joint\'s pathophysiological response to a mechanical injury.[@bib0110] It represents an attempt by the joint to correct an abnormal mechanical stress and repair the injury resulting from this. Although some authors consider that increased levels of cytokines, free radicals and degradative enzymes in the joint are the cause of OA,[@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020], [@bib0080] there is evidence indicating that in fact all inflammatory responses are the result of attempts to repair osteoarthritic joints.[@bib0115]

Among the causes that may lead to an abnormal increase in forces in localized areas of the joint, the following can be observed: (1) congenital or acquired abnormal anatomy, such as congenital misalignment or a meniscal or anterior cruciate ligament injury, which leads to increased stress even under physiological loads; (2) excessive loading, like in obese individuals; (3) a combination of factors, which is the commonest scenario. Moreover, it is not the misalignment that causes OA, but its effect of concentrating the intra-articular stress. It is not the estrogen deficiency or a genetic abnormality in itself, but the effects that stem from these alterations that cause the joint tissues to lose the ability to protect themselves adequately against loads that are often physiological.

Abnormal mechanics cause OA. Most animal models use focused load increases to cause OA (meniscal injury or resection of the ACL).[@bib0120] Wu et al.[@bib0125] caused OA in rabbits through inducing misalignment with an increase in varus moment. Animal models that do not cause injury (for example, using iodine acetate) do not resemble OA. There are no models with cytokines or inflammatory factors.

In humans, many studies have correlated meniscal injuries with OA.[@bib0130] Occasional meniscal injuries occur in 30--60% of individuals over the age of 50 years,[@bib0135] and their occurrence increase the risk of developing OA tenfold.[@bib0140] Moisio et al.[@bib0145] clearly demonstrated that meniscal injuries precede cartilage losses, through finding that there was greater risk only of posterior cartilage loss in posterior meniscal tears, and greater risk of cartilage loss only in regions adjacent to meniscal body lesions. Surgery to remove meniscal injuries (even partial removal of menisci) increases the focal stress on the cartilage and causes high rates of OA.[@bib0130] Because of the high prevalence of meniscal injuries, both in young and in older individuals, these can be considered to be responsible for 40--50% of the cases of OA of the knees.

Misalignment causes OA.[@bib0150] Congenital hip dysplasia increases the risk of developing OA by 2.8-fold.[@bib0155] Varus alignment of the knee dysplasia increases the risk of developing OA in the medical compartment by around 3.5-fold.[@bib0150] Knees in varus alignment give rise to bone marrow injuries in the medial compartment, while valgus knees give rise to injuries in the lateral compartment.[@bib0160] An external adductor moment in the knee creates a vicious circle of varus, in that the greater the varus is, the greater the adductor moment will be. This increases the load in the medial compartment and leads to even greater varus, as well as releasing debris in the joint and in the bone marrow injuries. Interestingly, there is no inflammation in the bone marrow injuries found in cases of OA.[@bib0165] There is little edema, with much fibrosis and bone necrosis, and these characteristics show that the injuries are in fact fractures due to insufficiency. Once the abnormal mechanics have developed, they overwhelm all other factors. Therefore, the mechanics need to be treated, and the proof of this is the long-lasting success of treatment by means of varus-reducing osteotomy of the knee.[@bib0170] When this is correctly indicated, it can bring an improvement in symptoms that lasts for many years, in contrast with the transitory effect, without central action on the pathogenesis of OA, that is seen in treatments that focus on the inflammation, such as intra-articular injection of corticosteroids.[@bib0175]

In relation to risk factors for developing OA: (1) obesity certainly increases the load on the joint; (2) greater age probably leaves the knee more vulnerable to injury through a variety of factors, such as diminished muscle strength, for example; (3) occupational factors give rise to overload on specific joints, relating to the individual\'s occupation; and (4) the genetic influence for development of radiographic OA also relates to specific localities, i.e. families inherit OA of the knees, OA of the hands or OA of the hips. Thus, genetic inheritance of OA does not occur systematically, as had been thought. Generalized OA is not inherited but, rather, OS of a specific joint.[@bib0180] This may mean that, in reality, the inheritance comprises physical characteristics of a particular joint, which will lead to mechanical disorders that cause OA. None of these risk factors are related to inflammation. C-reactive protein (CRP), which is the most important of the inflammatory markers, does not present any correlation with OA.[@bib0185]

Final remarks {#sec0020}
=============

The international community is still absolutely divided regarding the exact mechanism of this disease. The answers to questions about the physiopathological mechanisms and factors involved in disease progression and treatment of OA unfortunately remain nebulous. This is a complex pathological condition resulting from interactions of a variety of causes and factors. Considering the problem to be purely mechanical or purely inflammatory seems to be an attempt to simplify something that is not simple.

The fundamental concept is that this is a failure of an entire joint, i.e. a complete organ that is composed not only of cartilage but also of various tissues such as the synovium, subchondral bone, capsule, menisci, muscles and tendons. The therapy should therefore be holistic and encompass a wide diversity of aspects of the disease. There is still a need for greater amounts of information than what is currently available, for any attempt to reach a definitive conclusion on this matter.
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